Kawasaki ninja 300 used

The biggest single improvement is handling â€” the ZSX had horribly heavy steering at low
speed and flopped reluctantly into turns, especially on its OE tyres. From mini-roundabouts in
town to tight mountain roads to wide open countryside sweepers, the new SX steers as easily
and accurately as anything. On top of that, the Ninja adds a few new hi-tech features, including
cruise control, a two-way quickshifter and a colour TFT dash â€” and all come fitted as
standard, not accessories or options that cost extra. The ZSX could feel a little harsh over
bumps, but the Ninja seems more supple. Whatever the truth, the end result feels pretty good
â€” plenty of support from the front while stopping sharply, no ungainly pitching around when
cornering or accelerating hard, and generally pleasant bump absorption. Brakes are unchanged
from the ZSX, with a pair of powerful four-piston Tokico one-piece calipers up front. Many
inline-fours have a revvy power delivery, needing to be worked hard to release their potential.
On open roads you can sit in third, fourth, fifth or sixth gear and it all feels equally natural. In
top, you can drop as low as 20mph and it still pulls cleanly. Technical changes are tiny. Intake
funnels have been altered too, with shorter trumpets for the outer pair of cylinders â€”
Kawasaki say this suits the new 4-intointo-1 exhaust and reduces emissions. Paint looks deep,
the engine has proven itself reliable over the past decade, and the general sense of fit and finish
is excellent. We just need more time and miles to see how the new dash, switchgear and
quickshifter hold up to long-term use before it deserves the full five stars. Running costs should
be a fraction lower than the ZSX, as service intervals have been extended. Valve clearances are
a generous 26, miles apart. Both use a purposeful, potent four-cylinder engine of cc, give or
take, with identical claimed peak torque. Panniers, cruise control, ample screens and an array of
electronics are standard on both. They match physically too: seat height, bar width and screen
height are all within an inch or two. Even their on-the-road prices are within a few hundred quid.
With a classic slightly-propped riding position and bulging midrange drive, it pours through
rolling, darting open countryside; the road is turned into one long flowing motion, passing
smoothly yet briskly as long-legged thrust is delivered with subtle roll-on throttle. What a
contrast the Yamaha is. The Yam feels like it weighs less than the Ninja to wheel about, though
at very low speed has heavier steering. Handling becomes wonderfully light once properly on
the move, though, the 25kg-lighter MT darting to a shove of its bars before launching hard out
of turns and playfully lifting its front wheel. This is the livelier and more exciting bike. It handles
too, though on hedge-lined Bs induces a more aggressive style than the Ninja; it punches
across the landscape, rather than streaming. Surprisingly, despite its gruff feel and babbling
exhaust racket, the Yam is just as smooth at sustained speed as the conventional four in the
Kwak. So is its screen. Thankfully both bikes also have cruise control for licence preservation
on the camera-covered sections of M6 and M Whirring at a constant speed also means
impressive multi-lane economy: the MT gets up the 50s, while the SX returns well over 60mpg. A
quiet straight gives the opportunity for a side-by-side comparison. And feel fizzy the MT does.
And the MT certainly does. The rippled lanes in the final section are a reminder that despite its
designation the MT is the less cosseting of the two. A super-naked with practical adornments.
Both these bikes deliver. They really are bikes that can thrill on a sunny evening blast, swallow
a motorway slog and shrug off the trundle to work. But if you want a pukka sports-tourer go for
the Ninja SX Tourer. Standard spec is high. Beware trying to compare ultimate gadget bragging
rights with your BMW-owning neighbour, however. More seriously though, there are still two
accessory oversights. For a sports-tourer, either of those could be seen as a fairly sizeable
shortcoming. High-rise clip-ons give a comfortable riding position, grunty engine has masses of
useful midrange, but it still looks a bit like a ZXR if you squint. No electronics, though ABS is an
option, while wide accessory panniers need to be clipped to an external tubular steel rail. Steers
stubbornly at low speed on OE Bridgestone tyres. Power up to bhp, kerb weight up to kg. Still
steers stubbornly at low speed on new OE Bridgestone tyres. More suspension changes too,
including a new shock linkage that drops seat height to mm, as well as damping changes at
both ends. New bodywork is an inch wider on each side and screen is 15mm taller for better
weather protection. New LCD clocks finally get a gear position indicator. LED headlight is
brighter and whiter than previous bulbs. Still steers stubbornly on OE Bridgestone tyres. Read
what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Bought an 18 plate
SX 8 months before,after 15years spent on an 96 VFR,and found it vibey,and very
uncomfortable,so changed the seat,softened the rear shock,but hated the gearbox,as found it
rough and vague! Compared to the old Honda's,so part exed for brandnew NINJA SX,and did
miles in first 7months,and totally love the bike,had it fully R G'd,radiator guard,exhaust
guard,bungs,and Pyramid hugger extender,plus luxury gel seat. Now have the perfect bike,and
very capable of being a touring missile! You can ride a tankfull at a time,without a break!
Around miles at a time! Love the ample torque! Deal was a no brainer,cos of generous px offer
on my 6k 18 plate sx.! Quick shifter up is magic but maybe me don't like going down dont

seems to work for me. I will say that this ride is such a difference from any of my previous
bikes. The roads on the east coast of Canada can be rough in sections but this bike glides over
them with such ease. Gone are the days of sore kidneys and lower back pain. I can drain a tank
of gas and get right back on this bike and drain another. The new seat makes such a difference
as I have been on a previous model. This bike is the best of both worlds, cruising on the hwy or
in the tight curves of a back road. I owned a Kawasaki ninja before trading it in on the sx. I had
been in the market for something a bit larger but did not want to spend money on the BMW as I
find they are to overpriced. Then Kawasaki gives us the new sx. My dealer delivered it to my
door and I have not been able to stay home since. Never an issue with the Kawasaki, so reliable,
such a beauty. Everything on this bike is made so well and in the right spot. Cost of oil change
and had the 12 v auxiliary power port installed. No problem with power delivery. The new fly by
wire throttle delivers power without hesitation. Put this in the full power mode with no electronic
restraints to check out it capabilities, so much fun. The tires are great in good weather and bad.
Worked very well in the downpour I drove into. Buying experience: Bought this at a dealer in
NovaScotia as they have great service and very reliable staff. The sales staff took the time to
contact as many dealers they could to get me this bike. It is so popular that no one would give
up the bike so they went directly to Kawasaki Canada. Two weeks later it was delivered directly
to my front door. After tax Plus: equipment, value for money, performance, looks, brakes,
engine, LED headlamps Minus: if I'm really picky, the exhaust muffler styling is not to my taste.
The ride is fine, it's very chuckable, and leans into bends beautifully, and is very stable. The
brakes are extremely powerful, and very reassuring. The riding position is good for me, and the
saddle seems comfortable. The fueling is perfect, and given it has a 10, rpm red line, the way it
pulls from 2, rpm is nothing short of remarkable. Not a speck of corrosion anywhere that I could
find. Reliability: early to say, but it's Japanese, so it'll probably be bulletproof. Very well
equipped at any price, let alone for the money. The up and down quickshifter is great as long as
you have more than 3, revs on the clock , the full colour TFT screen is very clear and has all the
info you want, although I would actually prefer an analogue rev counter. I recommend the
'Touring' version, which includes panniers, satnav mount, slightly bigger screen, and sliders.
I've added the accessory socket, which is good to have, although expensive. An aftermarket
one from Amazon would be just as good. Buying experience: Bought from a dealer. Very good
experience, and I got optional colour and 4-yr warranty thrown in. This is my second bike since
passing my test in May and although it's a step up in power, comfort and weight, I'm really
enjoying it. Best features: IMO it looks great in metallic green with akrapovic end can and no
panniers; powerful, flexible engine; comfortable; handles well; strong brakes; powerful
headlights; quickshift - good going up the gears; mirrors. Worst features; heavy to manhandle;
low speed manoeuvrability; quick shift- not so good going down the gears; engine noise is a bit
sewing machiney; heated grips are only ok. Ride is comfortable with good damping front and
rear. I ridden 3 hours at a go without feeling I need to stop and stretch. Much better on a long
journey or poorly surface B roads than my previous Triumph Street Triple R because it is less
physically demanding to ride. The suspension is well up to hustling the bike on A and B roads;
at street legal speeds, of course. Lots of Power available from low down and smooth delivery
through the power range Gearing is a bit short in first 4 gears. Flexible around town High
frequency vibration felt through the seat at to rpm which is around mph in 6th. Engine and
exhaust note is a bit bland. Robust and well made; green metallic paint is bright and well
finished. Some welding on the frame looks a bit agricultural Good quality plastics to the fairing
and belly pan. Free oil filter on mile service if you answer the Kawasaki owners club survey.
Around 50mpg average in a mix of motorway, A and B road riding. But more like 40 mpg if you
make the most of 3rd and 4th gear. Lots of equipment on this model but, bizarrely, a USB point
is not standard. Absolutely no storage space anywhere on the bike- you need the panniers on to
carry a spare pair of gloves Standard 'Tool kit' is a misnomer. Very limited ability to haggle as
they only had the 1 bike left. I took a test ride on a demonstrator with about miles on it and I was
immediately hooked. They gave me a good deal on my trade in Street Triple. Overall the
experience was friendly and painless, although some parts in the Touring and Performance
packs were not available due to stock shortages until September. Just had the mile service
carried out Clay Cross Kawasaki change of dealer ownership at miles: no issues. Replaced my
old VFR,with this quality ride. Done over 8, miles since march 1st! And no issues,great allround
bike with plenty of go,and extras! Love the technology,ride modes,settings,gives you lots of
confidence in wet weather! Just had mile full service, Bournemouth Kawasaki,nothing to report.
Buying experience: From Bournemouth Kawasaki,only popped into see when demo would be
coming,and had a coffee,and a chat with Pete who made me an incredible offer for my briefly
owned zsx18 plate with miles on it. It was a no brainer 3days later i put order in cash plus part
ex. To much intake noise,makes you think you need to be in a higher gear. Superb bike, easily

the best I've ever owned. It is both fast, and very comfortable, with a much better riding position
than previous bikes. Although heavier than my previous VFR, as soon as you move the weight
goes, and it's easy to flick around. Ride is very good, have had pillion on back and bike was
comfy for the whole journey. Handling is really good, and stable lean angle gauge is fun. At very
low speeds I personally find it heavy to manoeuvre, probably because the seat height is more
than my old VFR. Pulls like a horse when you want it to, and can easily be ridden sensibly when
needed. Still does feel a bit low geared, which i see other people say too, but then the cruise
control takes care of that if you are on a long run, which is another excellent feature on this
bike. Only done 1, miles so no comment here, but with history of high sales for years, that says
something. Excellent finish on the paintwork especially on the very metallic Green.
Groombridge in East Sussex, who did the service. Cant say much about running costs, as
haven't done enough miles. Panniers on this model are really good - from the small amount I've
used them. New TFT dash is really clear - cannot fault it and with the addition of the Kawasaki
"Rideology" app that adds something interesting. Buying experience: Bought from J.
Groombridge in E. Sussex, and really cannot praise them highly enough, the service was
excellent. Very impressed. Steering is improved compared to ' S22 are much better than the
pathetic S10 of the '17 model. It is strange that now that the new model is out, only now MCN
says that '17 had an "horrible steering" Very easy to ride ,pulls in every gear ,i love the quick
shifter,very comfortable on long distances. The mile service is a bit expensive for an oil and
filter change. Tft clocks ,quick shifter,cruise control 4 power modes. Buying experience: I got
mine from Chris walkers kawasaki, I dealt with Kim there i went in beginning Dec's for the
deposit, and payed the rest end Dec they delivered it end Feb, I would recommend them to
anyone there that good ,very nice experience. Very good bike only thing is the insurance
companies in the OK changing so much more because of the word ninja in it. Limited time on
the saddle so far, but very enjoyable. Not as heavy as it looks, even with the panniers; easy to
move around. Love the new clocks, the quickshifter still getting used to that Brakes are
powerful, especially coming from a Tracer Suspension is good, not too soft. Absolutely perfect
finish. Very visible clocks. Feels solid No service yet, but a tad expensive to insure. Goes with
the cc territory, I guess. Panniers are pricey, but reasonable quality. Didn't add anything else so
far. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 13 images. View bikes
for sale. Warranty term Two years. Model history Kawasaki ZSX â€” Fully faired sporty roadbike
built around the frame and motor from the loopy Z supernaked, but tamed and re-engineered to
serve as a useable all-rounder. Engine 5 out of 5 Love the ample torque! Value vs rivals 5 out of
5 Full kwacka service less than sheets,bargain! Equipment 5 out of 5 TFT dash,and quick
shifter! Engine 5 out of 5 Wow just wind it back and hang on. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Only
done first service yearly not to june. Equipment 5 out of 5 Quick shifter up is magic but maybe
me don't like going down dont seems to work for me. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of
5 Cost of oil change and had the 12 v auxiliary power port installed. Equipment 5 out of 5 No
problem with power delivery. Engine 5 out of 5 The fueling is perfect, and given it has a 10, rpm
red line, the way it pulls from 2, rpm is nothing short of remarkable. Equipment 5 out of 5 Very
well equipped at any price, let alone for the money. Engine 5 out of 5 Lots of Power available
from low down and smooth delivery through the power range Gearing is a bit short in first 4
gears. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Free oil filter on mile service if you answer the Kawasaki owners
club survey. Equipment 5 out of 5 Lots of equipment on this model but, bizarrely, a USB point is
not standard. Engine 5 out of 5 Love the technology,ride modes,settings,gives you lots of
confidence in wet weather! Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Just had mile full service, Bournemouth
Kawasaki,nothing to report. Equipment 5 out of 5 Cruise control,rider modes. Engine 4 out of 5
To much intake noise,makes you think you need to be in a higher gear. Value vs rivals 5 out of
5. Engine 5 out of 5 Pulls like a horse when you want it to, and can easily be ridden sensibly
when needed. Equipment 5 out of 5 Panniers on this model are really good - from the small
amount I've used them. Engine 5 out of 5 hp are sufficient for the road Value vs rivals 4 out of 5.
Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Pulls very good loads of bottom end grunt. Value vs
rivals 5 out of 5 The mile service is a bit expensive for an oil and filter change. Equipment 5 out
of 5 Tft clocks ,quick shifter,cruise control 4 power modes. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 No service
yet, but a tad expensive to insure. Equipment 4 out of 5 Panniers are pricey, but reasonable
quality. Kawasaki Ninja SX on the road. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Kawasaki
fanboys in India have been longing for some good news for a while now. The year started with
the brand hiking prices across its range by as much as Rs 20, We had reported that the revered
Japanese brand is all set to launch the Ninja in the BS6 guise finally! Unofficial bookings for the
bike have already commenced for a token ranging from Rs 10, to Rs 50, depending on the dealer
location. As per our sources, the booking amount is fully refundable until 10 days after launch.
Our sources report the bike is expected to be priced around Rs 3. While details are scarce at the

moment, our sources say the entry-level Japanese sportbike could feature LED headlights,
possibly similar to that of the Ninja As for the engine, the bike will continue to use the same
parallel-twin cc liquid-cooled engine, mated to a six-speed gearbox. The performance numbers,
39PS and 27Nm, are unlikely to change and it could be the same with the braking and
suspension setup as well. So, is the estimated Rs 22, price hike justified? Two Kawasaki Ninjas
Arriving Soon. Could It Come To India? Ninja - Find Offers in your City. Thank you! Your
question has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive all communications on
:. Was this article helpful. Sorry about that Any suggestions - Ideas to improve the quality.
Thanks for your feedback! More on Kawasaki Ninja Alert Me On Launch. You May Also Like.
Continue reading. Share your experiences with Ninja ? Submit Review Submit Review. See what
our community has to say! NEW India's largest automotive community. Explore Now. Choose
your city. Popular Cities. Kawasaki Ninja is a sports bike available at a price of Rs. It is available
in only one variant and 2 colours. The Ninja is a powered by cc BS6 engine mated to a 6 is
speed gearbox. This engine of Ninja develops a power of 68 ps and a torque of 64 nm. The
Kawasaki Ninja gets disc brakes in the front and rear. The Kawasaki Ninja weighs kg. Anzen
Kasawasaki has rolled out a couple of finance schemes which lets you get hold of the BS6 Ninja
at zero per cent interest rate. Head here for more information. The BS6-compliant Ninja is priced
at Rs 6,24, ex-showroom. Aside from the greener motor, you get a new look, some new features
and better tyres. Currently, there are no natural rivals to the Kawasaki Ninja available in the
market. No power loss in the BS6 guise, Now gets a 4. Has become pricey, Engine lacks
excitement, Skimps on adjustable suspension, radial brake calipers or electronic aids. Ninja Find Offers in your City. Change just for the sake of legislation, or a genuine improvement over
their predecessors? The ex-showroom price of Kawasaki Ninja is 6. Check On Road Price of
Ninja View full specification of Ninja Kawasaki Ninja Price starts at Rs. Compare Kawasaki Ninja
vs Kawasaki Kawasaki Z on the basis of price, specs, features, reviews. View colour images of
Ninja Thank you! Your question has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive
all communications on :. Kawasaki Ninja Kawasaki Ninja is a sports bike available at a price of
Rs. Have a question in mind? Ask Your Question. Your Question should contain at least 5
characters Submit Cancel. Available EMI Options. EMI Rs. Kawasaki Ninja Latest Updates Anzen
Kasawasaki has rolled out a couple of finance schemes which lets you get hold of the BS6 Ninja
at zero per cent interest rate. Kawasaki Ninja is offered in only one variant - STD. Kawasaki has
made minor modifications to the cc parallel-twin motor to make it BS6-compliant. Though there
is no loss of performance after the BS6 updates, the motor still pumps out 68PS and The
6-speed transmission also sees no changes. There are no rider electronic aids to speak of on
the Ninja aside from the mandatory ABS. The Ninja makes use of the same underpinnings as its
predecessor. You get the same trellis frame, gullwing swingarm, telescopic fork and
preload-adjustable monoshock from the older bike. Even braking hardware has been carried
over on to the new bike with anchorage provided by a twin disc setup on the front wheel. The
exciting bit remains the new tyres. Kawasaki has completely changed the way the Ninja looks.
The headlights are now LED-lit with small winglets sprouting right below them. The fairing looks
sharper and the green colour now gets the WSBK-inspired gold and black decal scheme. On the
Kawasaki Ninja , you will find a brand new 4. This unit replaces the dull and old negative LCD
display panel. This new dash gets Bluetooth connectivity and GPS functionality. You can
connect your smartphone to the unit and control your music via means of switches on the left
side. All lighting bits on the new Ninja are LED. Dual-channel ABS is standard. Read More.
Kawasaki Ninja Summary Emission Type. Lime Green White Metallic. Share your experiences
with Ninja ? Submit Review Submit Review. Editor's View of Kawasaki Ninja Upside No power
loss in the BS6 guise, Now gets a 4. Downside Has become pricey, Engine lacks excitement,
Skimps on adjustable suspension, radial brake calipers or electronic aids. Ninja Alternatives
Kawasaki Z Rs. Start a new comparison. Is kawasaki ninja good for Himachal Pradesh roads?
The power delivery of the Kawasaki Ninja enables the rider to drive in any terrain or areas. On
the other hand the aggressive stance of the bike may surely cause body pain while riding for
long time. As while riding in any hilly area the riding posture must be easy and relaxed.
Kawasaki Ninja features a seat height of mm and offers upright and roomy seating position for
comfortable journeys. Moreover, we would suggest you to take a test ride for a better
understanding of comfort and performance. Follow the link and select your desired city for
dealership details. Both bikes come in different price ranges. Kawasaki has done a smashing
job of making the Ninja a whole lot sportier than before. This sporty vibe stems from its Ninja
ZX-6R-inspired looks and builds further with the revv-happy motor that surrounds you with a
lovely raspy soundtrack. The suspension setup too is well-tuned to tackle bad tarmac stretches.
The latter two can be solved by taking extreme precaution over oversized speed humps and by
swapping out the tyres for something grippier. The ABS calibration issue can be a bit unnerving

but you will have to pay more heed when grabbing the brakes. As a whole though, the Ninja BS6
certainly appeals to both the mind as well as the heart, making it a good option for someone
who wants to go out there and buy their first proper big bike. On the other hand, If budget is not
a issue and looking for a better power performance at a price and often go for long rides,
Kawasaki Ninja SX would be a good option. However, it is a bit heavier side and a bit difficult to
handle in narrow roads or in city conditions. Apart from it, it offers better feature list, riding
modes and better road grip. You may compare both bikes accordingly. Do take a test ride in
order to get better clarity. Check out authorised dealership details. I'm a city rider. The Z was
once the pragmatic, sensible choice in the lineup, a sort of jack of all trades. These changes
alienate the once-friendly Z, and our recommendation would hence be to shell out the extra Rs
30, a rather insignificant premium at this price point and go for the fully faired sibling. Do take a
test ride for better clarity. Which is better a new Interceptor or used Kawasaki Ninja which I am
getting at same price There is a way big difference in the prices of both the bikes. Royal Enfield
Interceptor is priced in the range of Rs. Apart from it, both bikes are of different segments too. If
you are on a budget and looking for a bike with comfortable ride quality and should be enough
for city commutes as well as highway long rides, you may go for Royal Enfield Interceptor On
the other hand, if you want a feature-loaded bike with better power performance and
track-based dynamics, you may go for Kawasaki Ninja You may compare both the bikes
accordingly. For racing ninja Ninja is good. Which one is better? But what CBR r i mean the
sound of in line 4 cylinders.. Im sorry if anyone got hurt with words.. Go for zx6r If you love
CBR, why are you even here along a dumb question!?? View All Answers. Is this 4 cylinder bike
- Ninja ? It's a 2 cylinder bike. When will be the expected date of launch Kawasaki Ninja ? Ninja
Videos. Kawasaki Ninja User Review. Add a Review. Maintenance Cost. Most Relevant Latest.
All Kawasaki Ninja User Reviews. All Kawasaki Ninja Tours Reviews. All Kawasaki Ninja Family
Reviews. Kawasaki Ninja Expert Reviews. D Ground Floor ft. B Naraina industrial area phase-ll,
block -B West naraina, Delhi, Kawasaki Ninja Images. All Ninja Images. Ninja Colours Lime
Green. White Metallic. Dec 30, By Team ZigWheels. All Ninja News. Choose your city. Popular
Cities. Emission Type. Max Torque. Kerb Weight. Ninja STD cc. View Finance Offers. From the
first year of production ZXR, in the model year, its top speed was restricted by a motorcycle
manufacturer gentlemen's agreement that was started in late Its handling and braking matched
the power of the engine resulting in a motorcycle that was docile at low speeds and very easy to
handle in heavy traffic, [ opinion ] but had strong acceleration. While most sport bikes use an
aluminum perimeter frame, the ZXR uses a unique monocoque aluminum frame. Described by
Cycle World in as a "monocoque backbone Its intention was also to make the bike narrower,
and there by more aerodynamic. The design saves space by housing the battery and
incorporating an efficient airbox and a cartridge-type air filter that slides into the frame. The
model was updated with changes. It had 1. The front fender had cosmetic changes, and panels
were added to the inner fairing below the instruments and bars. The centrally-located ram-air
intake scoop protruding from the fairing that takes advantage of the higher front air pressure
was revised. This intake is integrated into a wider and shorter front cowling from Kawasaki
Aerospace Company division, lowering the drag coefficient by one point from 33 to From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Gareth Stevens. Retrieved September 4, Cycle World. January
Sievert, Terri The World's Fastest Superbikes. Capstone Press. Dowds, Alan High-speed
Superbikes. February 24, Retrieved February 25, Nada guides. Retrieved February 3, March 17,
Retrieved February 28, Sport Rider. October December Visor Down. August 17, Retrieved May 5,
September 3, Retrieved May 31, Motorcycle USA. Life, liberty and the high-speed pursuit of
happiness". Archived from the original on Archived from the original on February 12, Archived
from the original on January 12, Retrieved December 18, Retrieved August 12, Archived from
the original on November 5, Motorcycle Daily. Retrieved February 29, Categories : Kawasaki
motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Fastest production
motorcycle 1. Fastest in production during its lifetime, but not record holder. Year Type. Versys
KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX.
Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. Mirror Coated Spark Black. A Bluetooth chip
built into the instrument panel enables riders to connect to their motorcycle wirelessly. It is no
accident that when viewed from the side, the Ninja H2 does not seem to have the aggressive
forward-canted stance of most modern supersport models. All engines need to breathe. In
addition to ensuring the engine has sufficient air, how the air is supplied is another concern.
The analogue-style tachometer is complemented by a high-grade full colour TFT LCD screen
that enables information to be displayed graphically. Four selectable display modes allow riders
to prioritise the information they want to see depending on the kind of riding they are doing at

the time. Using a trellis frame construction offered an elegant, lightweight solution to meeting
the performance requirements for the chassis of the closed-course model. The supercharger
used in the Ninja H2 was designed by Kawasaki motorcycle engine designers with assistance
from other companies within the KHI Group. In the interest of keeping the engine compact and
simple, a single lubrication system provides cooling oil for the engine components,
supercharger and transmission. New instrument features include bank angle display and max
bank angle recording function possible thanks to the addition of the Inertial Measurement Unit.
KCMF monitors engine and chassis parameters throughout the cornerâ€”from entry, through
the apex, to corner exitâ€”modulating brake force and engine power to facilitate smooth
transition from acceleration to braking and back again, and to assist riders in tracing their
intended line through the corner. Colour accents express the specialness of this
high-performance engine, while graphics depicting high-velocity intake air being spun around
convey a sense of speed. Special permission was obtained to use the River Mark on the Ninja
H2. Usually, its use on a product is reserved for models of historical significance. On the rear
KYB fully adjustable mono-shock rear suspension offers superb stability. In some cases, it
takes about one week for recovery. The paint will not recover in the case of scratches caused by
a coin or key, or zip fasteners. A high-quality hydraulic clutch offers less maintenance, ensuring
the initial touch condition can be maintained. And with Brembo components, superb linearity
and smooth actuation are also benefits. Acceleration along longitudinal, transverse and vertical
axes, plus roll rate and pitch rate are measured. At high speeds, damping increases to provide
enhanced stability. As enjoyment of the intense acceleration and high-speed capabilities was
the first priority, a solo seat for the rider is the only seating provided. To facilitate smooth, quick
shifting, a dog-ring type transmission was selected. In addition to the digital speedometer and
gear position indicator, display functions include: odometer, dual trip meters, current mileage,
average mileage, fuel consumption, coolant temperature, boost indicator, boost intake air
chamber temperature, stopwatch lap timer , clock and the Economical Riding Indicator. The
Ninja H2 was the first Kawasaki motorcycle to be fit standard with a quick shifter. For , the quick
shifter also enables clutchless downshifts. The Ninja H2 is equipped with all the lights needed
for street-legal operation. Skip to content. History Kawasaki History W History. Our Philosophy
The App. Products Ninja Ninja. Ninja H2R. Ninja H2. Ninja H2 SX. Ninja ZX- 6R. Ninja ZXR. BS6
Ninja SX. BS6 Ninja Ninja EURO 5 Z BS6 Z BS6 W BS6 Versys BS6 Vulcan S. Versys Ninja SX. Z
H2 SE. Free Download WordPress Themes. Download WordPress Themes. Download Nulled
WordPress Themes. Download WordPress Themes Free. Starting At Rs. Click Image To Zoom.
Smartphone Connectivity A Bluetooth chip built into the instrument panel enables riders to
connect to their motorcycle wirelessly. Aerodynamically-designed Bodywork It is no accident
that when viewed from the side, the Ninja H2 does not seem to have the aggressive
forward-canted stance of most modern supersport models. Maximising Airflow Efficiency All
engines need to breathe. Trellis Frame Using a trellis frame construction offered an elegant,
lightweight solution to meeting the performance requirements for the chassis of the
closed-course model. In-house-designed Supercharger The supercharger used in the Ninja H2
was designed by Kawasaki motorcycle engine designers with assistance from other companies
within the KHI Group. Keeping The Engine Cool In the interest of keeping the engine compact
and simple, a single lubrication system provides cooling oil for the engine components,
supercharger and transmission. Bank angle display New instrument features include bank angle
display and max bank angle recording function possible thanks to the addition of the Inertial
Measurement Unit. KCMF Kawasaki Cornering Management Function KCMF monitors engine
and chassis parameters throughout the cornerâ€”from entry, through the apex, to corner
exitâ€”modulating brake force and engine power to facilitate smooth transition from
acceleration to braking and back again, and to assist riders in tracing their intended line
through the corner. Original-design Wheels Cast aluminium wheels were designed specifically
for the Ninja H2. Dog-ring Transmission To facilitate smooth, quick shifting, a dog-ring type
transmission was selected. Lighting Equipment The Ninja H2 is equipped with all the lights
needed for street-legal operation. Print Specification. Photos Videos. New Arrivals. Test Ride.
Book Now. Book A Test Ride. Our experience on the track has led to a potent cc four-cylinder
engine, a race-optimized chassis and an innovative electronics package. Internal engine
designs, from the lightweight crankshaft and pistons to the wide intake and exhaust ports,
focus on producing peak power and delivering strong low- to mid-range power for quick
acceleration. Finger-follower valve actuation enables a higher rev limit and more aggressive
cam profiles â€” both contributing to high-rpm performance. The titanium alloy exhaust system
is heat resistant, lightweight and positioned to create a low center of gravity for effective mass
centralization and light handling. Based on feedback from Kawasaki's WorldSBK race machine,
a new air-cooled oil cooler increases cooling performance for strong engine performance at all

rpm. New gear ratios are optimized for track riding and offer quicker low-mid range acceleration.
Frame and swingarm updates lower the swingarm pivot and lengthen the wheelbase providing
improved rear suspension action during corner exits. Experience increased controllability,
stronger braking force and greater freedom of movement with revised rear brake pads and a
repositioned rear brake reservoir. A new upper cowl and windshield offers significant drag
reduction while new integrated upper cowl winglets generate downforce to help keep the front
wheel grounded. Wider handlebar and higher footpeg positions offer a more aggressive riding
position, while a new seat design helps riders minimize drag on straightaways when tucked
behind the taller windshield. Take on the track confidently with updated track-focused
suspension settings. Advanced suspension and brake componentry combined with new
chassis geometry and precisely tuned bodywork for maximum aerodynamic performance result
in handling set to dominate the track. The 3-mode system is designed to help racers optimize
acceleration from a stop. Kawasaki Engine Brake Control KEBC allows riders to set engine
braking according to preference while the new electronic cruise control allows a desired speed
to be maintained with the simple press of a button. The dual-direction Kawasaki Quick Shifter
KQS system facilitates acceleration by allowing clutchless upshifts and downshifts while on the
track. Designed for more effective sport riding, KQS can also be used on the street when the
engine is above 2, rpm. All-digital TFT thin-film transistor color instrumentation gives the
cockpit a high-tech, high-grade appearance and visibility. Display functions include: digital
speedometer, gear position indicator, upshift indicator, odometer, dual trip meter, fuel gauge,
cruising distance, average fuel consumption, outside temperature, water temperature, clock,
economical riding indicator, IMU indicator, KIBS indicator, boost pressure and boost
temperature. Acceleration along longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes plus roll rate and
pitch are measured. This next-level system enables predictive and adaptive electronics for
precise chassis orientation awareness. Five modes enable a greater range of feeling for specific
track conditions and riding preferences. Updates to Modes 4 and 5 offer a more rider-friendly
characteristic while cornering. Input from the IMU enables cornering management which assists
riders in holding their intended line through the corners on the track. Integrated riding modes
link Kawasaki Traction Control KTRC and Power Modes to offer varying traction control and
power delivery settings to suit different riding conditions. Sport mode enables sporty riding for
tracks or back roads. Road mode covers a wide range of typical riding situations. Rain mode
delivers reassurance over wet road surfaces. Four available rider modes manual offer custom
combinations to better suit preferences. Equipment illustrated and specification may vary to
meet individual markets. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight to your
door. NEW Championship-proven Power. All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos, and
copyrights are the property of their respective owners. Beyond Normal. Designed to Win.
Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find your existing
information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are currently
subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're Sorry.
There has been an error. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Ninja Page 5 All rights reserved. Page
9: How To Use This Manual Be alert for problems and non-scheduled ticular interest for more
efficient and con- maintenance. Use proper tools and genuine Kawasaki Mo- torcycle parts.
Model Identification General Specifications Technical Information - Assist and Slipper Clutch To
facilitate actual operations, notes, illustra- tions, photographs, cautions, and detailed
descriptions have been included in each chapter wherever necessary. Gaskets, O-rings, oil
seals, grease seals, circlips, cotter pins or self-locking nuts must be replaced with new ones
whenever disassembled. Then tighten them according to the specified se- quence to prevent
case warpage or deformation which can lead to malfunction. Be sure to maintain proper
alignment and use smooth movements when installing. Ball Bearing and Needle Bearing Do not
remove pressed ball or needle unless removal is absolutely necessary. Lubri- cation points are
called out throughout this manual, apply the specific oil or grease as specified. Direction of
Engine Rotation When rotating the crankshaft by hand, the free play amount of rotating
direction will affect the adjustment. Overall Width mm Overall Height 1 mm Wheelbase 1 mm
Road Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Mass The new Assist and Slipper clutch was
developed without changing the size and number of parts of the conventional clutch. It also
decreases the spring load clutch lever load and back-torque during deceleration. Clutch
Pressure Plate B. Clutch Hub C. Assist Cams 6 points D. Torque and Locking Agent The initial
maintenance is vitally important and must not be neglected. HL: Apply a non-permanent locking
agent High Strength. L: Apply a non-permanent locking agent. Use this table for only the bolts
and nuts which do not require a specific torque value. All of the values are for use with dry
solvent-cleaned threads. If handlebar movement changes the idle speed, the throttle cables may
be improperly adjusted or incorrectly routed or damaged. Be prepared for fuel spillage; any

spilled fuel must be completely wiped up immediately. When the fuel hose is dis- connected,
fuel spills out from the hose and the pipe because of residual pressure. Rear 6. Service Limit:
Front 1 mm 0. Rear 2 mm 0. If the chain is too loose, turn out the left and right chain adjusters
[D] evenly. If they do not, adjust the chain slack and align the wheel alignment see Drive Chain
Slack Adjustment. If it shows any signs of abnormal wear or damage, replace the chain guide by
removing the bolt [B]. If the fluid level is lower than the lower level line, fill the reservoir to the
upper level line [C]. Open the bleed valve [A]. Apply the brake and hold it [B]. Replace any
defective parts, if necessary. If the oil leakage is found on it, replace the shock absorber with a
new one. If the low beam headlight does not go on, inspect or re- place the following item. If the
headlight beam points too low or high, adjust the vertical beam. If cable movement is not free
after lubricating, if the cable is frayed [B], or if the cable housing is kinked [C], replace the cable.
Also, check to see that each cotter pin is in place and in good condition. DFI System Drain Hose
4. Breather Hose Blue Mark 5. Canister 6. ECU 2. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 3. Neutral Switch 4. Intake Air
Pressure Sensor 5. Air Switching Valve 6. Water Temperature Sensor 7. Speed Sensor 8.
Vehicle-down Sensor 9. Oxygen Sensor Equipped Models Kawasaki Diagnostic System
Connector 3. Water-proof Joint 1 4. Fuel Pump 5. Water-proof Joint 2 6. Frame Ground 7. Engine
Ground 8. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 9. Main Fuse 30 A Engine Stop Switch: R Throttle Body Vacuum Do
not use any other battery except for a 12 V sealed battery as a power source. Remove the fuel
tank see Fuel Tank Removal and check the fuel hose [A]. In addition, the condition of the
problem is stored in the memory of the ECU. Page LED goes off. But the service codes stored in
memory of the ECU are not erased to preserve the problem history. When the motorcycle is
down, the vehicle-down sensor operates and the ECU shuts off the fuel pump relay, fuel
injectors and ignition system. If there is continuity, the harness has a short circuit to ground,
and it must be repaired or re- placed. It is meant simply as a rough guide to assist the
troubleshooting for some of the more common difficulties in DFI system. Fuel line clogged
Inspect and repair see chapter 3. Intake air pressure sensor trouble Inspect see chapter 3.
Intake air temperature sensor trouble Inspect see chapter 3. Spark plug dirty, broken or gap
maladjusted Inspect and replace see chapter 2. Stick coil trouble Inspect see chapter Air
suction valve trouble Inspect and replace see chapter 5. Never drop the throttle body assy
especially on a hard surface. Such a shock to the sensor can damage it. Water-proof Joint 4 3.
Intake Air Pressure Sensor 4. Water-proof Joint Water-proof Joint 3 3. Intake Air Temperature
Sensor Speed Sensor 3. Water-proof Joint 4 4. Vehicle-down Sensor 4. Oxygen Sensor 2. ECU 3.
Frame Ground 5. Engine Ground 6. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 7. Main Fuse 30 A 8. Water-proof Joint 2 3.
Frame Ground 4. Engine Ground 5. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 6. Main Fuse 30 A 7. Starter Relay 8.
Subthrottle Valve Actuator So, the heater itself can not be removed. If the purge valve dose not
operate as described, replace it with a new one. Other- wise, the motorcycle cannot clear the
regulation. Water-proof Joint 1 3. Water-proof Joint 2 4. Starter Relay 9. Fuse Box 1 FI Fuse
Installation If a fuse fails during operation, inspect the DFI system to determine the cause, and
then replace it with a new fuse of proper amperage. Read the pressure at the average of the
maximum and minimum indications. If the fuel pressure is much higher than specified, the fuel
pressure regulator in the fuel pump have been clogged or stuck. Make sure the area is
well-ventilated and free from any source of flame or sparks; Fuel Pump 3. Fuse Box 1 9. FI Fuse
15 A Delivery Pipe Assy 2. Fuel Injectors 3. Throttle Body Assy 4. Main Throttle Sensor 5.
Subthrottle Sensor 6. Subthrottle Valve Actuator 7. For CAL Model NOTICE Do not remove,
disassemble or adjust the main throttle sensor, subthrottle sensor, subthrottle valve actuator,
throttle link mechanism and throttle body assy, because they are adjust or set surely at Replace
the gasket if it is damaged. Although no adjustments are required, a thorough visual inspection
must be made at the intervals specified by the Periodic Maintenance Chart. Coolant Flow Chart
Coolant Deterioration Inspection Coolant Level Inspection Coolant Draining Coolant Filling
Pressure Testing Cooling System Flushing Coolant Reserve Tank Removal Coolant Reserve
Tank Installation When the engine starts, the water pump turns and the coolant circulates. The
thermostat is a wax pellet type which opens or closes with coolant temperature changes. The
thermostat continuously changes its valve opening to keep the coolant temperature at the
proper level. If whitish cotton-like wafts are observed, aluminum parts in the cooling system are
corroded. When this accumulation is suspected or observed, flush the cool- ing system. If this
accumulation is not removed, it will clog up the water passage and considerable reduce the efficiency of the cooling system. If there are obstructions to air flow, remove them. If the
corrugated fins [A] are deformed, carefully straighten them. If the valve is open, replace the
thermostat with a new one. Avoid sharp bending, kinking, flattening or twisting. Such a shock to
the water temperature sensor can damage it. Cylinder Head Installation Cylinder Head Warp
Inspection Exhaust Intake Camshaft Journal, Camshaft 0. Cap Clearance Cylinder Inside
Diameter Piston Diameter 0. Such a shock to the air switching valve can damaged it. Torque -

Cylinder Head Cover Bolts: 9. The push rod does not return to its original position once it
moves out to take up camshaft chain slack. Observe all the rules listed below. Place a strip on
each journal parallel to the camshaft installed in the correct position. If the cams are worn down
past the service limit, replace the camshaft. Cam Height Standard: This will warp the cylinder
head. Exhaust 0. Intake Service Limit: Exhaust This valve seat cutter is developed to grind the
valve for repair. Therefore the cutter must not be used for other purposes than seat repair. Do
not drop or shock the valve seat cutter, or the dia- mond particles may fall off. If the seat width
is within the specified range, lap the valve to the seat as described below. The rings should fit
perfectly parallel to groove surfaces. If not, replace the piston and all the piston rings. Set it
close to the bottom of the cylinder, where cylinder wear is low. Do not re- move the muffler
while it is hot. Special Tool and Sealant Clutch Lever and Cable Clutch Lever Free Play
Inspection Clutch Lever Free Play Adjustment Clutch Cable Removal Clutch Cable Installation
Clutch Cable Lubrication Clutch Lever Free Play â€” â€” â€” Clutch 2. Friction Plate Thickness
2. Friction and Steel Plate Warp 0. Clutch Spring Free Length NOTICE Do not loosen the one or
two clutch stopper plate bolt at once to prevent clutch stopper plate warpage by the spring
force. If any plates show signs of damage, or if they have worn past the service limit, replace
them with new ones. If there are notches worn into the splines, replace the clutch hub. Also,
replace the steel plates if their teeth are damaged. Engine Oil Flow Chart Special Tools and
Sealant Engine Oil and Oil Filter Oil Level Inspection Engine Oil Change Oil Filter Replacement
Oil Pan Removal Oil Pan Installation Check the oil level before each use and change the oil and
filter according to the periodic maintenance chart. Engine Removal Engine Installation Be sure
to hold the front brake when removing the engine. Then insert the rear upper engine mounting
bolt [B] from left side, and tighten the nuts temporarily. Starter Motor Clutch Assembly..
Balancer Removal Crankshaft Main Bearing Insert Thickness: 1. Torque - Breather Plate Bolts:
9. If the connecting rod assy was replaced, use the new bolts and nuts attached to the new
connecting rod assy. If the measurement exceeds the service limit, replace the crankshaft. If the
measured journal diameters are not less than the service limit, but do not coincide with the
original diameter markings [A] on the balancer shaft, make new marks on Balancer Shaft
Journal Diameter Marks None: If it is loose, unscrew it, apply a non-permanent locking agent to
the threads, and tighten it. When they are properly matched, there is no clearance [A] be- tween
the crankcase and the bearing outer races. Circlip, 29 mm 1. Ball Bearing 2. Circlip Drive Shaft
3. Thrust Washer, 30 mm 1. Inside Diameter: Nut Washer 4. Toothed Washer, 30 mm 1. If the
thickness of a shift fork ear is less than the service limit, the shift fork must be replaced. HG:
Apply high-temperature grease. Radial TIR 0. TIR 0. Wheel Balance 10 g 0. Page 30 g 1. An
imbalance of less than 10 grams 0. Page Tire Repair Also, permanent internal repairs have the
advantage of permitting a thorough examination for secondary damage not visible from external
inspection of the tire. For these reasons, Kawasaki does not recommend temporary exter- nal
repair. Only appropriate permanent internal repairs are recommended. Repair methods may
vary slightly from make to make. If any bear- ings are removed, they will need to be replaced
with new ones. Link Pin Outside Diameter 5. Standard: Link Plates Outside Width Turn the
bearing around by hand a few times to make sure the grease is distributed uniformly inside the
bearing. Replace the caliper if the cylinder and piston are badly scores or rusty. Removing the
rear brake pad is the same as for the front brake pad. Brake Line Bleeding The brake fluid has a
very low compression coefficient so that almost all the movement of the brake lever or pedal is
transmitted directly to the caliper for braking action. Pump the brake lever until it becomes hard,
and apply the brake and hold it [A]. Front Brake Light Switch Fuse Box 2 2. Ignition Switch ABS
Hydraulic Unit ABS Self-diagnosis Terminal 3. Page 2. Unused 3. Unused 4. If any of the brake
line fittings, including the ABS hydraulic unit joint nuts, or the bleed valve is opened at any
time, the air must be bled completely from the brake line. Turn the ignition switch off to stop the
indicator light. If the motorcycle runs without erasing the service code, the light may light up
again. The service code memory is powered directly by the battery and cannot be canceled by
the ignition switch. If there is no continuity, repair or replace the main har- ness. If the indicator
does not goes on, go to next step. Therefore the solenoid valves cannot be checked directly. If
the air gap is not within the specification, recheck the hub bearing, sensor, sensor rotor and
sensor installation condition. If there is continuity, repair or replace the main harness. If there is
no continuity, replace the rear wheel rotation sensor. If there is continuity, go to next step. If
there is no continuity, go to step 3. Therefore, it should be handled carefully, never struck
sharply, as with a hammer, or allowed to fall on a hard surface. Do not try to disas- semble and
repair the ABS hydraulic unit. Replace the wheel rotation sensor if it is cracked, bent, or
otherwise damaged. G: Apply grease. R: Replacement Parts Replace it if necessary. If the spring
of either fork leg is shorter than the service limit, it must be replaced. Spring Preload Setting
Standard Position: 2nd position Before a rear shock absorber is scrapped, drill a hole at the

point [A] shown to release the nitrogen gas completely. Re- moval may damage them. If the
steering stem is bent, replace it with a new one. If there is any damage to the frame, replace it. If
the frame is bent, dented, cracked, or warped, replace it. Meter Unit 2. Ignition Switch 3. Starter
Lockout Switch 4. Air Switching Valve 5. Stick Coils 6. Spark Plugs 7. Neutral Switch 8. Relay
Box Fuse Box Turn Signal Relay Learn and ob- serve all the rules below. This will burn out the
diodes on the electrical parts. If any main harness is poor, replace the damaged main harness.
These names must be the same. Hold the container level, push down to break the seals of all six
cells. You will see air bubbles rising into each cell as the ports fill. Page Precautions Newly
activated sealed batteries require an initial charge. Standard Charge: 0. Keep the battery away
from sparks and open flames during charging. When using a battery charger, connect the
battery to the charger before turning on the charger. If quick charge is done unavoidably, do
standard charge later on. Torque - Alternator Cover Bolts: 9. A tester other than the Kawasaki
Hand Tester may show different readings. Alternator 2. Engine Ground 3. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 4.
Main Fuse 30 A 6. Ignition Switch 8. Do not touch the spark plug, stick coil or stick coil lead
while the engine is running, or you could receive a severe electrical shock. NOTICE Do not
disconnect the battery cables or any other electrical connections when the ignition switch is on,
or while the engine is running. ECU Water-proof Joint 7 2. Water-proof Joint 1 Sidestand Switch
Engine Stop Switch 4. Frame Ground Spark Plugs 5. Engine Ground Water-proof Joint 5 6.
Tapping the shaft or body could damage the motor. Special Tool - Hand Tester: If the relay does
not work as specified, the relay is defec- tive. Ignition Switch 2. Engine Stop Switch 3. Starter
Button 4. Neutral Switch 5. Water-proof Joint 7 7. Water-proof Joint 1 8. Frame Ground 9. The
headlight does not go on when the ignition switch and the engine stop switch are first turned
on. The headlight comes on after the starter button is released and stays on until the ignition
switch is turned off. Pull the bulb out to prevent damage to the bulb. Starter Relay Dimmer
Switch 2. Alternator 9. Left City Light 12 V 5 W 3. License Plate Light 12 Frame Ground 6. Engine
Ground 7. Joint Connector 2 3. Fan Fuse 10 A If a meter unit is left upside down or sideways for
any length of time, it will malfunction. If the value indicated in the odometer is not added, replace the meter assembly. If the multifunction meter display function does not work, replace the
meter assembly. Engine Ground 2. Speed Sensor Water-proof Joint 4 Main Fuse 30 A 4.
Water-proof Joint 3 Starter Relay 5. Such a shock to the unit can damage it. Do not touch the
sensing part [B] and filter holes [C] of the sensor to prevent oil contact. The relays and diodes
can not be removed. Such a shock to the relay box can damage it. If it is blown out, replace the
fuse. Before replacing a blown fuse, always check the amperage in the affected circuit. Page
License Plate Light Lead Connector Kawasaki Diagnostic System Connector Sidestand Switch
Lead Connector Neutral Switch Lead Connector Page 9. Battery Negative Lead Connector
Subthrottle Sensor Lead Connector Main Throttle Sensor Lead Connector Oil Pressure Switch
Lead Connector Right Switch Housing Lead 2. Clamp Hold the right switch housing lead. Clamp
Hold the left switch housing lead. Starter Lockout Switch 5. Left Switch Housing Lead 6. Throttle
Cable 7. Run the brake hose to front of the right switch housing lead. Front Brake Hose 3. Run
the front brake hose to front of the throttle cables. Front Brake Hose 5. Throttle Cable
Decelerator 2. Throttle Cable Accelerator 3. Guide Run the throttle cables, right switch housing
and ignition switch leads through into the guide. Clutch Cable 5. Guide Run the clutch cable and
left switch housing lead through into the guide. Guide Run the horn lead through into the guide.
Horn Lead 3. Guide Run the throttle cables through into the guide. Throttle Cable Decelerator 5.
Throttle Cable Accelerator 6. Vehicle-down Sensor Lead 2. Clamp Hold the right switch housing
lead and fix the clamp into the frame. Ignition Switch Lead 4. Clamp Hold the ignition switch
lead and front right turn signal light lead and fix the clamp into the upper fairing bracket. Guide
Run the sidestand switch lead, neutral switch lead and speed sensor lead through into the
guide. Drain Hose 3. Speed Sensor Lead 4. Neutral Switch Lead 5. Sidestand Switch Lead 6.
Page 4. Guide Run the turn signal relay lead through into the guide. Turn Signal Relay 6.
License Plate Light Lead Connector 7. Kawasaki Diagnostic System Connector 9. Fuel Injector 1
Subthrottle Valve Actuator Lead Connector Turn Signal Relay 2. Main Harness 3. Band Hold the
main harness to the frame. Band Hold the main harness, battery negative cable and starter
motor cable. Do not hold them to the frame. Guide Run the license plate light lead, rear left turn
signal light lead and rear right turn signal light lead through into the guide. Fuel Tank Breather
Hose 2. Guide Run the fuel tank breather hose through into the guide. Clamp Hold the fuel tank
drain hose with the frame. Adjusting Screw 6. Clamp Hold the left city light lead and headlight
high lead and fix the clamp into the upper fairing bracket. Left City Light Lead 3. Cover 4.
Headlight High Lead 5. Band Hold the left city light lead and headlight high lead to the upper
fairing bracket. ABS Hydraulic Unit 2. Damper Hold the brake pipes to bracket on frame. Run the
rear wheel rotation sensor lead and rear brake switch lead into the hole of the rear fender. Rear
Wheel Rotation Sensor Lead 2. Clamp Hold the rear wheel rotation sensor lead to the swingarm.

Stick Coil 1 Lead Connector 2. Stick Coil 2 Lead Connector Purge Valve 2. Fuel Tank Drain Hose
4. Guide Run the hose into the guide. Right City Light Connector 2. Headlight Low Connector 3.
Upper Fairing Bracket 4. To Meter 6. Headlight High Connector 7. Left City Light Connector 8.
GPS Unit 9. Band Hold the main harness to the upper fairing bracket. Siren 3. Main Harness
Thermostat 2. Radiator Cap 3. Clamp Screw 4. Section B-B 6. Upper 7. Viewed A 9. Align the
white paint mark on the hose with the projection mark on the fitting. Reserve Tank Overflow
Hose 2. Clamps 3. Radiator Cap 4. Align the white paint mark on the hose with the hole of the
reserve tank. Reserve Tank Hose 6. Reserve Tank 7. Vehicle-down Sensor 2. Intake Air Pressure
Sensor 3. Damper 4. Clamps 5. Vacuum Hose 6. Air Switching Valve Hose 7. Air Switching Valve
8. Clamp 9. Install the hose so that its white mark side faces the air switching valve. Front
Master Cylinder 2. Bracket 4. Guide 5. Front Brak
2006 dodge ram 1500 radio wiring diagram
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ford 3 speed manual transmission with overdrive
e Caliper 6. Rear Brake Reservoir Tank 7. Rear Brake Caliper 8. Clamp Rear Master Cylinder
ABS Hydraulic Unit 3. Clamp Hold the brake pipes. Bracket Hold the brake pipes. Clamp Hold
the rear wheel rotation sensor lead to the brake hose with the clamp at the white mark on the
lead. Bracket Hold the brake hoses. Clamp Face the tabs of the clamp in direction. Green Mark
3. Hose Green 4. Vacuum Hose 5. Run the hose Green over the vacuum hose and throttle cable.
Page APPENDIX Troubleshooting Guide Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened Valve spring
broken or weak down Valve not seating properly valve bent, No valve clearance worn, or carbon
accumulation on the Cylinder, piston worn seating surface Piston ring bad worn, weak, broken,
or Knocking: sticking Carbon built up in combustion chamber Part No. This manual is also
suitable for: Ninja abs. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

